
HOLDING HOLLYWOOD AND ITS VIEWERS 
ACCOUNTABLE: 

TIME’S UP, FAMILY SCHOLARS!



LATINA FARM WORKERS LETTER
Dear Sisters, 

We write on behalf of the approximately 700,000 women who work in the 
agricultural fields and packing sheds across the United States. For the past 
several weeks we have watched and listened with sadness as we have learned of 
the actors, models and other individuals who have come forward to speak out 
about the gender based violence they’ve experienced at the hands of bosses, 
coworkers and other powerful people in the entertainment industry. We wish 
that we could say we’re shocked to learn that this is such a pervasive problem 
in your industry. Sadly, we’re not surprised because it’s a reality we know far 
too well. Countless farmworker women across our country suffer in silence 
because of the widespread sexual harassment and assault that they face at 
work. 

We do not work under bright stage lights or on the big screen. We work in the 
shadows of society in isolated fields and packinghouses that are out of sight and 
out of mind for most people in this country. Your job feeds souls, fills hearts and 
spreads joy. Our job nourishes the nation with the fruits, vegetables and other 
crops that we plant, pick and pack.

In solidarity, 

Alianza Nacional de Campesinas







THREE TALKS
Critical Film Analysis as a Pedagogical Tool for Feminist Family Scholars: Research & Theory 

C. Rebecca Oldham & John B. K. Purcell

Hidden Figures: Teaching to Decode Historical and Contemporary Sexist and Racist Tropes 
in Biographical Films 

Miriam Lieway, Elizabeth A. Sharp, Kimberly Gambrell, Celeste Medina, Parker Reyes, & 
Viet Nguyen

Feminists Just Want to Have Productive Fun: Lessons Learned from a Feminist Film Series

Dana A. Weiser & Elizabeth A. Sharp



DISCUSSION POINTS
 Cinema offers an accessible opportunity to bring in core feminist family 

studies concepts and ideas, introduce interdisciplinary perspectives
 This can complement other relevant HDFS concepts

 The subjectivity and shortcomings of cinema must be discussed
 Highlight tropes and stereotypes

 Praxis is a core principle and it is our responsibility to facilitate critical 
consumption of media
 Scholar-activitists
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